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ABSTRACT

The paper describes a multi criteria vessel route selection system designed to support VTS
systems. The system is comprised of three cooperating modules: simulation, collision risk
estimation and multi criteria decision making. Given the set of alternative routes, the initial
and goal positions and velocities of own and target ships the output of the system is a ranking
of all considered routes. This ranking enables the VTS operator to produce a proper route
recommendation which is then sent to the navigators. The additional advantage of the system
described here is its ability to support custom shape of ship domain.

INTRODUCTION
CONTROLLING ROLE OF VTS SYSTEM

The main purpose of Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) is to supervise navigable
waterways and provide navigational aid for vessels in order to prevent them from
collisions and groundings. Such services prove to be particularly valuable in confined
waterways, e.g. harbour approaches. A VTS system may oblige vessels passing the
supervised waterways to send their identity, current velocity and course. In return
it reports on the positions of other traffic in the area, waterway and weather condi-
tions or navigational hazards. It may also restrict vessels to use only advised routes.
These routes are the result of a vessel route selection process. Throughout the paper
term ‘route’ refers to a route considered within a certain time frame.

Before entering the area controlled by a VTS a navigator requests the VTS
operator for a recommendation which route to choose. The VTS operator then ini-
tialises the vessel route selection process setting the ship as the own ship and all the
other vessels in the area as target ships. Once the process finalizes the operator sends
to the navigator the recommendation – a final result of the in-process computations.

An example set of decision criteria considered for the route recommendation
might include:
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− the lengths of the alternative routes;
− their hydro-navigational conditions;
− the predicted collision risk (the major factor describing vessel’s security) which

is assigned to each of the routes.

The last criterion – the risk factor is commonly estimated on the basis of the
expected number of encounters for a route (Filipowicz W., 2004). However, it has
been shown (Szłapczyńska J., 2005 B) that another approach might be utilized for
the route recommendation. This approach proved to be especially valuable when the
expected number of encounters is the same for two or more alternative routes. Its
only limitation was that it did not support ship domains other than circle-shaped.

This paper describes the vessel route selection system designed and imple-
mented to support custom domain shapes and thus extends the previous proposal
(Szłapczyńska J., 2005 B). The next sections are organized as follows: section 2
provides a description of the vessel route selection system including detailed de-
scription of its key modules. Section 3 presents examples of usage of the described
system – two route selection scenarios where Coldwell and hexagonal domains are
applied respectively. Finally, section 4 summarizes the material presented.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MULTI CRITERIA VESSEL ROUTE
SELECTION SYSTEM FOR CUSTOM DOMAIN SHAPE

The main purpose of the multi criteria vessel route selection system is to
find the most suitable route, having a few alternative routes to choose from. In order
to perform this task, for each of the routes, the system utilizes a set of predefined
route’s data (e.g route’s length) and factors describing possible collision risks. The
former pieces of information are usually known apriori, whereas the latter can only
be estimated. The system estimates the risk of collision between the considered
(own) ship and all the other (target) ships in the area by means of the simulation
process. A simulation run determines trajectories that the own ship and all the tar-
gets would follow. Separate simulation run is required here for each alternative
route. Once the simulation is completed, the risk estimation module starts to analyse
given trajectories and to estimate required probabilities of collision with other ves-
sels for the considered ship. Finally, the estimated collision risk for each alternative
route as well as other data referring to the decision criteria become input parameters
of a multi criteria decision module. Additional configuration of the weight vector
reflecting user preferences among the criteria set is required for the module to
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perform its operations. The multi criteria module is responsible for making the deci-
sion which route to choose. The final route recommendation is the outcome of the
system based on the multi criteria route ranking. Figure 1 illustrates the structure and
information flow in the system described.

Fig. 1. Structure and information flow of the multi criteria vessel route selection system

The following subsections provide detailed description of modules of the
vessel route selection system.

S i m u l a t i o n  m o d u l e
The main goal of the simulation module is to predict the trajectories of the

own ship as well as those of the target ships that might collide with her. Here the
assumptions are as follows:

− the model of the ship’s domain is valid for all considered ships and is fully con-
figurable (the domain is either elliptical or polygonal);

− all ships go with linear course and constant velocity;
− anti-collision manoeuvres are limited to course alteration only, no velocity alte-

ration is taken into account;
− all the encounters are divided into three distinctive classes, in accordance with

the COLREG rules: crossing, head-on and overtaking encounters;
− when an encounter occurs a decision is made, based on the COLREG rules,

which ship is to give way and thus to perform an anti-collision manoeuvre:

• for crossing encounters the ship that has the other ship on her starboard is to
give way,

• for head-on encounters both ships perform anti-collision manoeuvres,
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• for overtaking encounters the ship that overtakes the other ship must avoid
crossing with the overtaken one.

When compared to the solution described previously (Szłapczyńska J., 2005 B)
the simulation module offers fully customized model of the ship’s domain, whereas
the former was simple circle based domain with customized radius size. And what
follows the circle based notions of TCPA and DCPA utilized previously must have
been replaced by some other measures supporting custom domains. These measures
are (Szłapczyński R., 2006):

− temporary approach factor of the own ship f(t) – the temporary scale factor to
which the own ship domain is enlarged to in order to position the target ship on
the boundaries of its enlarged domain;

− approach factor of a given situation of approach to the target object fmin – the
minimum value of the temporary approach factor f(t) taken over the time rema-
ining to the encounter with the target ship;

− time remaining to reaching the fmin value – Tfmin.

The simulation module is based now on the measures of f(t), fmin and Tfmin as
well as the abovementioned assumptions. The module utilizes two numerical algo-
rithms (Szłapczyński R., 2006) to determine values of f(t) and fmin factors for any
convex custom domain.

Among the wide list of simulator input parameters the core set of parameters
includes:

− initial and goal positions of the own ship and all the target ships;
− the velocities of the own ship and all the target ships;
− the domain shape of the own ship and all the target ships;
− the radius of the radar visibility arena (Davis P.V. et al., 1982) for the own ship

and all the target ships.

Once all the input parameters are collected the simulation process can be
initiated. After triggering the simulator computes all the current positions of the
vessels for given moment of time. Within each step the current time is increased by
one unit and all the current positions of the vessels are recalculated. In order to avoid
collisions between the own ship and the target ships, the area of own ship arena is
checked for occurrence of target ship in each simulator step. Whenever a target ship
gets into the own ship’s arena, it is first inspected whether keeping current courses
by both ships would result in a close quarter encounter. The notion of the approach
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factor fmin is utilized to check for possible own ship domain being violated. When
the fmin value is lesser than 1 for the own ship, it is expected that the own ship do-
main will be violated by the target ship and an anti-collision manoeuvre is required.
Next to that, based on the COLREG rules, a decision is made which of the ships is
to give way. The required minimal course alteration is then computed by the nume-
rical algorithm determining necessary course alteration (Szłapczyński R., 2006). The
give-way ship changes her course accordingly and keeps the altered course until the
distance dalter is covered. The dalter distance is calculated as the shortest possible
distance after which the give-way ship is able to head towards the next waypoint on
her track without having her domain violated by the stand-on ship. The simulation
process continues until the own ship reaches her goal position or its near proximity.

R i s k  e s t i m a t i o n  m o d u l e
Calculations of possible collision risk are made and stored for future utiliza-

tion by the risk estimation module during each simulation run. Whenever an expec-
ted encounter between the own and target ship is registered and appropriate anti-
collision actions are about to be taken, the module calculates risk of collision. As-
suming custom domain shape the following formula has been utilized which is
a generalization (Szłapczyński R., 2006) of a well known formula for collision risk
and circle based domain (Lisowski J., 2001):
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where: rj – collision risk between the own ship and the j-th target ship;
f(t) – temporary approach factor of the own ship;
fmin – approach factor of the own ship;
Tfmin. – time remaining to reaching the fmin value by the own ship;
TS – safe time, which is necessary to plan and execute a collision

 avoidance manoeuvre;
a1, a2, a3 – weight coefficients dependent on the weather and hydro-naviga-

 tional conditions, (default values a1 = a2 = a3 = 1).

Since the certainty of each encounter diminishes with the number of prior
encounters it is justified to model the probability of no collision by a fuzzy number
(Szłapczyńska J., 2005 A) instead of a crisp value. Thus, when a collision risk rj
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(a crisp value) is calculated, the crisp probability PNO COLL j of no collision between
the own and j-th target ship is determined as:

jjCOLLNO rP −=1  (2)

and then the crisp value of PNO COLL j is converted into a triangular fuzzy value
PF NO COLL j:

) 1) ),*min(( ; ; ))*( ,0(max(         COLL  NO   γγ ePPePP jCOLLNOjCOLLNOjCOLLNOjF +−= (3)

where: PF NO COLL  j – probability of no collision between the own ship and the j-th en-
 countered ship represented by a triangular fuzzy value (A, B, C);

 e – number of prior encounters between own ship and target ships
 in the simulation run;

 γ – risk discount rate value, assumed constant (γ = 0.001).

The risk estimation module collects the PF NO COLL j values separately for eve-
ry target ship and encounter class (crossing, head-on and overtaking) during the
simulation run. Finally, when the simulation is finished, the total probability of no
collision for each encounter class is computed as a multiplication of PF NO COLL j pro-
babilities for all the target ships (j=1..k):

CLASSENCCLASSENCCLASSENCCLASSENC kFFFTOTAL PPPP
_ _ _ _   COLL NO 2  COLL NO 1  COLL NO  COLL  NO  *...**= (4)

The multiplication of two triangular fuzzy values e.g.: v1 = (a1, b1, c1) and
v2 = (a2 , b2, c2) does not necessarily yield another triangular fuzzy value (Szłapczyń-
ska J., 2005 A). However, in case of triangular fuzzy values with symmetrical mem-
bership function, such as PF NO COLL j ENC CLASS values, the membership function of the
resulting fuzzy value might be approximated simply by a triangular function:

)* ,* ,*(* 21212121 ccbbaavv ≅ , (5)

which simplifies the calculations of PTOTAL NO COLL ENC CLASS and makes it a triangle
fuzzy value.

M u l t i  c r i t e r i a  d e c i s i o n  m o d u l e

When all the simulations are completed (one simulation run for each alter-
native route) and the outcome of the risk estimation module is available, the multi
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criteria decision module is able to create a ranking of the routes. The goal is to select
the best of the available routes taking into consideration decision criteria describing
the known as well as the estimated route’s data. One of the most useful multi criteria
decision method for this module is Fuzzy TOPSIS method, described earlier in
navigational context (Szłapczyńska J., 2005 A). The Fuzzy TOPSIS method extends
the original TOPSIS method by additional support of criteria and their weights de-
scribed by the triangular fuzzy values or linguistic variables. In this paper every
triangle fuzzy value is represented by a triple value (A; B; C), were:

A ≤ B ≤ C and A, B, C values are in range <0; 1>, e.g. (0.3; 0.6; 0.8).

In order to perform Fuzzy TOPSIS computations preliminary configuration
according to alternative and criteria sets is required first. Each route constitutes se-
parate alternative. The criteria are selected among the deterministic data and esti-
mated data (such as PTOTAL NO COLL  ENC CLASS). In addition, the Fuzzy TOPSIS weight
vector must reflect user preferences for the given criteria set. The method supports
definition of the weight vector by crisp or fuzzy values.

Once the decision matrix is properly configured, Fuzzy TOPSIS method
produces a ranking of alternatives (here – routes). The best alternative with the
highest ranking index will be the route recommended by the VTS operator to
the navigator of the own ship as the optimal one.

EXAMPLES OF USAGE

The multi criteria vessel route selection system including custom domain
editor has already been implemented as a software tool. To exemplify its possible
applications following scenario will be considered. A ship’s navigator has three
alternative routes for harbour approaching and thus he requests a VTS operator for
a recommendation of the best one. The VTS system is able to obtain full information
about initial and goal positions of all vessels for the routes considered (figures 2 – 4).
The VTS operator, having known all the locations, velocities and courses of the
other vessels (target ships) in the area, initiates the vessel (own ship) route selection
system by starting the simulation module separately for each of the routes. All the
initial input data for the module are presented in table 1.
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Fig. 2. Initial configuration of the route no. 1

Fig. 3. Initial configuration of the route no. 2

Fig. 4. Initial configuration of the route no. 3
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Table 1. Initial, goal positions and velocities of the ships for routes 1 – 3

Ship
Initial position (X, Y)

[Nm, Nm]
Goal position (X, Y)

[Nm, Nm]
Velocity

[kn]
Own ship (2.5, 12.5) (42.5, 12.5) 20
Target ship 1 (1.25, 17) (7.25, 6) 20
Target ship 2 (6.5, 13) (38, 12) 10

Ro
ut

e 
1

Target ship 3 (32.5, 22.5) (28, 5) 7
Own ship (2.5, 12.5) (42.5, 12.5) 20
Target ship 1 (7.5, 21) (6, 6) 25
Target ship 2 (22.5, 7.5) (42, 15) 8

Ro
ut

e 
2

Target ship 3 (31, 12.55) (11.5, 12.55) 20
Own ship (2.5, 12.5) (42.5, 12.5) 20
Target ship 1 (2.5, 21) (6, 6) 25
Target ship 2 (9, 20) (11, 8) 20

Ro
ut

e 
3

Target ship 3 (40, 12.55) (15, 12.55) 20

Fig. 5. Coldwell domain model Fig. 6. Custom hexagonal domain model

Additionally, it is assumed that the arena radius is equal to 10 Nm and the
domain model is uniform for all the vessels. The model is either Coldwell domain
model presented in figure 5 or custom hexagonal domain model presented in figure 6
(Śmierzchalski R., 1998). Separate calculations and route recommendations are
provided for each of the two models.
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Table 2 (Coldwell domain model) and table 3 (custom hexagonal domain
model) depict outcome of the simulation and risk modules. The number of expected
encounters for the routes is divided out between the encounter classes. Also the total
probabilities of no encounter of given class for a route are given.

Table 2. Coldwell domain model – expected no. of encounters and probabilities
of no encounter of given class

Route Route 1 Route 2 Route 3

No. of crossing encounters 1 0 1

PTOTAL NO CROSSING
(0.938, 0.948,

0.957)
(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)

(0.948, 0.948,
0.948)

No. of head-on encounters 0 1 1

PTOTAL NO HEAD-ON (1.0, 1.0, 1.0)
(0.905, 0.914,

0.923)
(0.896, 0.914,

0.932)

No. of overtaking encounters 1 1 0

PTOTAL NO OVERTAKING
(0.832, 0.832,

0.832)
(0.901, 0.919,

0.937)
(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)

Table 3. Custom hexagonal domain model – expected no. of encounters and probabilities
of no encounter of given class

Route Route 1 Route 2 Route 3

No. of crossing encounters 1 0 1

PTOTAL NO CROSSING
(0.930, 0.939,

0.949)
(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)

(0.947, 0.947,
0.947)

No. of head-on encounters 0 1 1

PTOTAL NO HEAD-ON (1.0, 1.0, 1.0)
(0.873, 0.882,

0.891)
(0.864, 0.882,

0.899)

No. of overtaking encounters 1 1 0

PTOTAL NO OVERTAKING
(0.794, 0.794,

0.794)
(0.884, 0.902,

0.920)
(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)
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Table 4. Multi criteria decision module configuration

Criterion 1 Criterion 2 Criterion 3 Criterion 4

Criterion
name

Hydro-navigational
conditions [/]

PTOTAL NO

CROSSING  [/]
PTOTAL NO

HEAD-ON  [/]
PTOTAL NO

OVERTAKING  [/]

Criterion
description

quality criteria
described by

a linguistic variable
(represented by
triangular fuzzy

values)

quality criteria
described by

a triangular fuzzy
value

quality criteria
described by

a triangular fuzzy
value

quality criteria
described by

a triangular fuzzy
value

Weight
value

quite important
(0.2, 0.5, 0.8)

very important
(0.7, 1.0, 1.0)

important
(0.5, 0.7, 1.0)

important
(0.5, 0.7, 1.0)

Once the simulation and risk estimation modules have finished their com-
putations and information about hydro-navigational conditions of the routes is col-
lected the multi criteria decision module is able to start. The preliminary
configuration of the module is presented in table 4.

Next to the configuration process the decision matrices (table 5 for Coldwell
and table 6 for custom hexagonal domain models) are constructed and become input
data of the multi criteria decision module for given set of routes.

Table 5. Coldwell domain model – decision matrix for the multi criteria module

Route
Hydro-navigational

conditions
[/]

PTOTAL NO CROSSING

[/]
PTOTAL NO HEAD-ON

[/]

PTOTAL NO

OVERTAKING

[/]

Route 1 good (0.6, 0.8, 1)
(0.938, 0.948,

0.957)
(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)

(0.832, 0.832,
0.832)

Route 2 poor (0, 0.2, 0.4) (1.0, 1.0, 1.0)
(0.905, 0.914,

0.923)
(0.901, 0.919,

0.937)

Route 3 good (0.6, 0.8, 1) (0.948, 0.948,
0.948)

(0.896, 0.914,
0.932)

(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)
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Table 6. Custom hexagonal domain model – decision matrix for the multi criteria module

Route
Hydro-navigational

conditions
[/]

PTOTAL NO CROSSING

[/]
PTOTAL NO HEAD-ON

[/]

PTOTAL NO

OVERTAKING

[/]

Route 1 good (0.6, 0.8, 1)
(0.930, 0.939,

0.949)
(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)

(0.794, 0.794,
0.794)

Route 2 poor (0, 0.2, 0.4) (1.0, 1.0, 1.0)
(0.873, 0.882,

0.891)
(0.884, 0.902,

0.920)

Route 3 good (0.6, 0.8, 1)
(0.947, 0.947,

0.947)
(0.864, 0.882,

0.899)
(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)

Based on the configuration and decision matrices Fuzzy TOPSIS method
produces its final rankings as given in table 7 (results given separately for Coldwell
and custom hexagonal domain models).

Table 7. The multi criteria decision module ranking (Fuzzy TOPSIS)

Domain model Route 1 Route 2 Route 3

Coldwell 0.700 0.206 0.807Ranking
index

[/] custom hexagonal 0.662 0.234 0.775

E x p e r i m e n t  c o n c l u s i o n s
The multi criteria decision module rankings for both domain models show

that the best  alternative route among the routes 1 – 3 is route 3 (the highest ranking
index value). In both cases the runner-up is route 1 and route 2 closes the ranking
with the smallest index value. The fact that route 3 obtained the highest index value
for Coldwell as well as custom hexagonal domain models is caused by a combina-
tion of fairly high no-crossings probability (the highest weight value), the highest
probability of no-overtaking encounters with good hydro-navigational conditions.
Second place in the rankings of the route 1 is brought about by the fact that probabi-
lity of no overtaking encounters for route 1 is slightly lesser than the probability of
no head-on encounters for route 3, whereas routes 1 and 3 are almost equal for
the other criteria (hydro-navigational conditions and probability of no crossings).
Furthermore, although there is a difference in results obtained for Coldwell and
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custom hexagonal domain models, this difference is not a significant one. The
reason for this is the similarity of domain shapes and sizes (refer to fig. 5 and fig. 6).

Having analysed the outcome of the multi criteria decision module, the VTS
operator would recommend route 3 for the own ship as the optimal one. It is worth
noticing though, that all the three considered routes have total number of encounters
equal to 2. Thus, estimating the collision risk only on the basis of the number of
encounters alone would not be sufficient to differentiate between these routes in this
case.

SUMMARY

In the paper the multi criteria vessel route selection system supporting VTS
has been presented. Detailed description of the modules comprising the system has been
provided. This has been illustrated by numerical examples of possible application of
the system. The system proves to be useful when a recommendation for a route is
requested, especially when the expected number of encounters is not a sufficient risk
estimator. Current solution as a  software tool might be easily integrated with a VTS
system providing additional support for a VTS operator. The additional advantage
of the system described here is its ability to support any custom shape of ship do-
main as it has been exemplified by applying Coldwell and custom hexagonal domain
models.
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